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An RJMCMC-Based Method for Tracking and
Resolving Collisions of Drosophila Larvae
Tim Michels, Dimitri Berh, Xiaoyi Jiang, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—Drosophila melanogaster is an important model organism for ongoing research in neuro- and behavioral biology. Especially
the locomotion analysis has become an integral part of such studies and thus elaborated automated tracking systems have been
proposed in the past. However, most of these approaches share the inability to precisely segment the contours of colliding animals
leading to the absence of model and motion-related features during collisions. Here, we translate the task of tracking and resolving
colliding animals into a filtering problem solvable by Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods and elaborate an adequate larva model. By
comparing our method with state-of-the-art approaches we demonstrate that our algorithm produces significantly better results in a
fraction of time and facilitates the analysis of animal behavior during interaction in more detail.
Index Terms—Behavioral Analysis, Collision Resolution, Drosophila Larvae, Markov random fields, Multitarget tracking, Reversible
jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo, Particle filtering, Probabilistic Tracking
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I NTRODUCTION

C

OMPLEX behavior studies, especially in the field of neuroscience, have become an integral subject of biological
research. The locomotion analysis of freely moving model
organisms like Drosophila melanogaster larvae is crucial to
gather insights into the nervous system functionality [1],
[2]. To facilitate high-throughput experiments and hereby
speedup this research, advances in automatic whole-body
imaging ranging from complex microscope setups [3], [4]
to the more recently developed inexpensive FIM setup [5]
and its vial advancement [6] have been made in the past.
Furthermore, various tracking and locomotion analysis tools
have been proposed including commercially available (e.g.
EthoVision [7]) and custom solutions (e.g. MWT [8], MAGAT [9], SOS [10]). However, a major disadvantage of the
proposed techniques is the inability of resolving colliding
animals. Since individual contours merge into single blobs,
no precise posture and motion quantification is possible
during animal-animal contacts. As a consequence, these
measurements are usually rejected and after the collision
has terminated the tracking is reinitialized by assigning new
identities to the involved animals leading to fragmented
trajectories. Especially in research concerning social interactions a precise segmentation of the contours and thus
the ability to calculate model and motion-related features
during collisions is crucial for analyzing and understanding
the animal’s behavior during interactions [11]. Therefore, an
algorithm for tracking and precisely segmenting the contours of colliding animals would be preferable. However,
due to the high deformability and the indistinguishability
of Drosophila melanogaster larvae at the same development
stage, this task is highly non-trivial.
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1.1

Related Work

In the past several approaches have been proposed for
resolving colliding Drosophila melanogaster larvae in order
to overcome the drawbacks of fragmented trajectories and
the inability of computing related features during interactions. One approach addressing this problem, proposed
by Fiaschi et al. [12], uses weakly unsupervised structured
learning to resolve colliding animals and to overcome the
problem of losing identities. However, this method requires
a training phase and is computationally expensive. Another,
more recent approach called FIM2c [13], is an advancement
of the FIM setup [5] and relies on genetically labeled larvae
by using fluorescent markers like GFP. This computationally
inexpensive method enables the analysis of larval behavior
during interaction [11], but has two major shortcomings. On
the one hand the larvae have to be genetically modified and
on the other hand only collisions between two (one labeled
and one non-labeled) larvae are resolvable.
In this paper we propose an algorithm for resolving
collisions between arbitrary larvae in a fraction of time
compared to [12] and without the need of biomarkers.
Our method relies on Green’s Reversible Jump Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) algorithm [14]. This sampling approach and its modifications have been used in various
settings like human tracking [15], vehicle tracking [16], or
biomedical applications [17]. However, most notable among
these MCMC-based approaches is the work of Khan et
al. [18] who translated the task of tracking a various number
of interacting targets into a filtering problem and exemplarily applied their method to ant tracking by using a templatebased target model. Since Drosophila melanogaster larvae are
highly deformable a template-based approach is not able
to accurately represent the targets in this case. Instead, we
propose a more flexible model tailored for larvae which
takes into account their physiognomic variability.
We have evaluated our method using a publicly available dataset [12] and show that our algorithm outperforms
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Fig. 1. Top row: Selected frames from a raw input sequence. Bottom row: Tracking result obtained by using the proposed method.

current state-of-the-art methods in terms of speed as well
as accuracy without the need of biomarkers. Furthermore,
we verified the results of our tracker on a refined collision
dataset obtained from [13].
1.2

Organization

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the tracking framework will be described in order to identify the
required models and clarify their purpose in the RJMCMC
sampling algorithm. Subsequently, in Section 3 the modeling of these components will be explained in detail along
with some general notes on the influence of specific probabilities on the tracking performance. Finally, in Section 4 we
will present the tracking results of our approach and give a
conclusion in Section 5.

2

T RACKER

2.1

RJMCMC-Sampling

First, we will briefly describe the RJMCMC-based tracking
approach by using a notation analogue to [18]. Let Xi,t be
the model of larva i at time t and kt the set of identifiers of
active larvae at t. Furthermore, let Xkt = {Xi,t |i ∈ kt } be
the joint state of all active larvae, Zt the observation at time
t, and Z t = {Z1 , · · · , Zt } the collection of all observations
up to time t. Accordingly, the goal is an approximation of
the conditional distribution P (kt , Xkt |Z t ). Using the Bayes
formula we get
Z
P (kt , Xkt |Z t ) = c · P (Zt |kt , Xkt ) P (Xkt |kt , kt−1 , Xkt−1 )

Since larvae interact with each other, their motions are
not independent and the motion model can not be factorized by multiplying the single motion probabilities
(r)
(r)
P (Xi,t |kt , kt−1 , Xt−1 ) for all larvae. Instead Khan et al. [18]
suggested using a clique factorization of a Markov Random
Field (MRF) [19] for addressing the interactions, which
leads to the following decomposition of the motion model
from (1)
Y
(r)
(r)
(r)
(r)
P (Xkt |kt , kt−1 , Xt−1 ) ∝
P (Xi,t |kt , kt−1 , Xt−1 )
|
{z
}
i∈k
t

·

Y
j,l∈kt

single motion

φ(Xj,t , Xl,t ) .
|
{z
}

(2)

interaction potential

Note that a proportional approximation is sufficient for
the following sampling algorithm, since only quotients
of the goal distribution are used. Based on the foregoing approximations (1), (2), and given N samples at time
t − 1 we are now able to produce N samples for time
t by using a modification of the popular MetropolisHastings algorithm [20] as shown in Algorithm 1. Here
we would like to remark, that in the case of a self)) =
inverse proposal V , i.e. QV ((kt0 , Xk0 t ); (kti−1 , Xki−1
t
i−1
i−1
0
0
QV 0 ((kt , Xkt ); (kt , Xkt )), the acceptance rate calculation
reduces to
P (kt0 , Xk0 t |Z t )
pV 0
a=
·
(3)
i−1
i−1
t
P (kt , Xk |Z ) pV
t

and thus the evaluation of QV and QV 0 is not necessary.

·P (kt |kt−1 , Xkt−1 ) · P (kt−1 , Xkt−1 |Z t−1 )d(kt−1 , Xkt−1 ).
The arising integral is analytically intractable, therefore
unweighted sampling is used, i.e. it is assumed that
at every time step t the distribution P (kt , Xkt |Z t )
can be approximated by N ∈ N unweighted samples
(r)
(r)
(kt , Xkt ), 1 ≤ r ≤ N of the joint larva state.
Given this approximation P (kt−1 , Xkt−1 |Z t−1 )
≈
(r)
(r)
{(kt−1 , Xt−1 )}N
at
time
t
−
1
,
the
formula
above
r=1
can be simplified to

P (kt , Xkt |Z t ) ≈ c · P (Zt |kt , Xkt )
|
{z
}

·

measurement model
(r)
(r)
(r)
(r)
P (Xkt |kt , kt−1 , Xt−1 ) · P (kt |kt−1 , Xt−1 ).

X
(r)
(r)
(kt−1 ,Xt−1 )

|

{z

motion model

} |

{z

identifier model

}

(1)

2.2

Tracking Framework

Since the main challenge in larval tracking is related to a
precise detection and segmentation of individual contours
during collisions in order to acquire continuous trajectories
of the animals, it is sufficient to limit the computationally
heavy RJMCMC-based sampling algorithm to these events.
This can be done by using a simple tracker like FIMTrack
[21] to track single larvae and extract collision sequences,
which are then solved via the proposed RJMCMC-sampling
algorithm. After resolving the ambiguous situations, the
trajectories of both individual larvae and the animals participating in collisions can be fused in order to obtain
continuous trajectories of all animals for the entire input
sequence.
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Algorithm 1 RJMCMC-Sampling at time t
1.

∗
Use the MAP estimate (kt−1
, Xk∗t−1 )
(0)
(0)
as initial sample (kt , Xkt ).

of time step t − 1

2. For i = 1, · · · , B + M N
a. Randomly select a proposal type V with probability
pV and inverse proposal V 0 .
(i−1)

b. Randomly select a single larva model from Xt
suiting the proposal type.
c. Propose a new sample (kt0 , Xk0 t ) by modifying the
chosen larva according to proposal density QV .
d. Calculate the acceptance rate a =
pV 0
pV

·

P (kt0 ,Xk0 t |Z t )
P (kti−1 ,Xki−1 |Z t )

·

t

QV 0 ((kti−1 ,Xki−1 );(kt0 ,Xk0 t ))
t
QV ((kt0 ,Xk0 );(kti−1 ,Xki−1 ))
t
t

e. If a > 1 then accept (kt0 , Xk0 t ) as i-th sample
(i)
(i)
(kt , Xkt ). Otherwise accept the proposal with prob(i)

(i)

ability a and, in the case of rejection, set (kt , Xkt ) =
(i−1)

(kt

(i−1)

, Xkt

).

3. Discard the first B so-called burn-in-samples and return
(r)
(r)
the set {(kt , Xt )}N
r=1 containing every M -th sample
of the remaining as an approximation of P (kt , Xkt |Z t ).
4. Calculate the MAP estimate
(r)
(r)
(kt∗ , Xk∗t ) = arg max(k(r) ,X (r) ) P (kt , Xkt |Z t ).
t

kt

Fig. 2. Larva model in detail. The circle c7 = (p7 , r7 ) describes the head
of a larva and the circle c1 = (p1 , r1 ) is placed at the tail. The spine S
is sketched in red and the radius r1 of the tail circle is exemplary given
in yellow.

In order to provide a starting point, we made our implementation of the proposed algorithm publicly available1 .

3

M ODELING

3.1

Observation and Larva Model

At time t an observation Zt consists of a binary image
and a set of contours of all detectable foreground objects.
This also determines the exact input our algorithm needs
at time t and in order to extract these information from
a gray-valued input sequence, we use a simple adaptive
background subtraction combined with thresholding. Since
the input sequences from setups like [5] usually feature
simple backgrounds which are mostly dark gray, it suffices
to threshold the first frame of a sequence to get a first
foreground/background segmentation. The background
image is then initialized by the average background color.
Subsequently the foreground objects are filtered according
1. https://github.com/Ungetym/Drosophila Tracker

to their size in order to distinguish between larvae
and occasionally appearing small amounts of dirt. All
foreground objects that are not within the size constraints
are then added to the background image. Every further
frame is then processed by subtracting the background
image, thresholding the difference image, again filtering the
foreground objects and updating the background image.
Finally the contours in every frame are extracted using the
OpenCV implementation based on [22].
Apart from the observation, we define the i-th larva at
time t to be represented by a model Xi,t = (c1 , · · · , c7 , S),
containing seven circles cj = (pj , rj ) located at pj = (xj , yj )
with radius rj and a set of points S representing the spine
(Fig. 2). The initialization of the model is done based on the
first detection of a larva’s contour and for further processing
the radii are fixed in order to reduce the model’s degrees of
freedom.
As described in Section 3.4.2, S does not always contain
the straight lines between the circle midpoints and therefore is not redundant. Moreover, since the motion model
presented in Section 3.4 is not symmetric regarding head
and tail position, the order of the circles describes their
role in this model. While c1 is the tail circle, c7 represents
the head and all further circles are numbered accordingly.
Therefore, a strategy to distinguish between head and tail
of a larva is necessary. For the evaluation of the proposed
algorithm manual initialization of the head location was
used (see Section 4). However, this step primarily depends
on the surrounding tracking framework. For instance by
analyzing an individual moving larva before a collision
event, the determination of the head location can be done
automatically since in majority larvae perform forward
movement.
3.2

Proposal Types

Our basic proposal types are slightly modified versions of
the ones presented in [18]. First, an estimated state (kd , Xkd )
representing an initial guess concerning the active larvae
at time t is calculated. This state is obtained by comparing
the calculated larvae states at time t − 1, including inactive
larvae, with the current observation Z t . More specific, if a
larva model is occluded by the area of one contour by at
least 20%, the larva is added to the estimated state (kd , Xkd ).
Hereby we differentiate between three types of identities.
∗
1) The set kactive = kd ∩kt−1
contains the identities of larvae
that were active at time t −S1.
(r)
N
∗
2) The set kreadd = kd ∩ ( r=1 kt−1 \kt−1
) contains the
larvae that were active in at least one sample at time
t − 1, but not active in the MAP sample.
3) The set knew = kd \(kactive ∪ kreadd ) contains new larvae
identities. Thus, it follows kd = kactive ∪ kreadd ∪ knew .

For the first two types the last known larvae models of the
corresponding identities are added to Xkd and for the last
type a new model for every detected contour, which does
not intersect with any of the previous models, is calculated.
Here we would like to remark, that during our evaluation
we found no necessity to update the estimated state during
the sampling. This is due to the slow movement of the larvae
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and our assumption that the larva models in two consecutive frames overlap moderately. The latter is a reasonable
assumption for input sequences recorded with at least 3
frames per second (fps) and should therefore only pose a
theoretical limitation.
Please note further, that the estimated state poses a tradeoff between re-adding larvae and adding new larvae. If a
SN
(r)
∗
contour overlaps with a larva model in r=1 kt−1 \kt−1
we
add this larva to kd and do not allow a new model to be calculated for that contour. Thus, we effectively allow a larva
to partially leave the tracking area or not being detected
correctly for at least one frame. While it could be argued,
SN
(r)
∗
that comparing the current contours to r=1 kt̃ \kt−1
with
t̃ < t − 1 would allow the larvae to leave longer, this would
complicate the decision between re-adding and calculating
a new model, since a longer absence of a larva decreases the
probability of re-assigning the correct identity. Furthermore,
in setups like [5] the larvae are usually not able to leave
the tracked area and thus re-adding can be assumed as a
method for correcting falsely removed larvae.
For the definition of the proposal types, given the estimated
state, let (kt , Xkt ) denote the sample generated in the previous iteration of Algorithm 1 and (kt0 , Xk0 t ) the sample
obtained in the current iteration. Then, the proposal type
pair Add/Delete is formulated as in [18] while the Update
proposal is slightly modified.
3.2.1 Add/Delete
To add a larva, randomly select an identifier a ∈ kd \kt from
the set of detected larvae which are not active in the sample
from the previous iteration and add Xa,t to the current joint
state. The proposal density is given by
(
1
, kt0 = kt ∪ {a}
0
0
QA (kt , Xkt ; kt , Xkt ) = |kd \kt |
0
, otherwise.
For the reverse proposal, i.e., the deletion of a detected larva,
randomly select an identifier d ∈ kd ∩ kt and remove Xd,t
from the joint state. The associated proposal density is given
by
(
1
, kt0 = kt \{d}
0
0
QD (kt , Xkt ; kt , Xkt ) = |kd ∩kt |
0
, otherwise.
3.2.2 Update
We split the self-inverse Update proposal into different motion patterns, which will be described in Section 3.4 in more
detail. The general proposal density is defined as
(
1
0
· Q∗ (Xu,t
; Xu,t ) ,∗
0
0
QU (kt , Xkt ; kt , Xkt ) = |kt |
0
, otherwise
∗

if kt0 \{u} = kt \{u}

0
where Q∗ (Xu,t
; Xu,t ) denotes the proposal density for an
update of a single larva with identifier u given one of the
motion patterns (see Section 3.4). Since these updates are
modeled to be approximately self-inverse, the quotient of
the proposal densities in the acceptance rate calculation
in Algorithm 1 cancels to 1 (see (3)). Therefore, it is not
necessary to provide a closed form of the single proposal
densities Q∗ . However, since the updates are proposed

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Head bending of a larva. (a) Spine angles before rotation. p7
denotes the model head and p1 its tail. (b) The bending is accomplished
by two partial spine rotations. The gray dots indicate the previous spine
position.

according to these densities, we will describe how to sample
from them in Section 3.4.
Furthermore, we remark, that these different motion proposals have to be designed carefully. If the update steps
are too small, the algorithm requires too many iterations
to accurately approximate the goal distribution and might
get stuck at a local extrema. If, on the contrary, the update
steps are too big, i.e., unlikely larva motions are proposed,
the consequently low rate of accepted samples will lead to a
high autocorrelation in the final set of samples and thus to a
poor distribution approximation. To prevent these cases we
have modeled the different motion types according to the
physical abilities of a Drosophila larva.
3.3

Frame Rate Dependent Parameter Selection

Prior to the description of the exact motion model, we
would like to note, that our model was primarily designed
based on image sequences recorded with a frame rate of
10 fps. Therefore, several parameters were chosen to fit
larval motion at this observation frequency. However, the
chosen parameter can be adapted to other frame rates in a
straightforward way, since the amount of larval motion is
inversely proportional to the frame rate. Consequently, we
define the notion λf ps for a frame rate dependent parameter
λ chosen at 10 fps. At a given frame rate r the parameter can
then be calculated by λ = λf ps · 10
r .
3.4

Motion Model

Due to its flexible body the movement of Drosophila larvae
seems to be rather complex. However, during our studies
we were able to identify two natural movement patterns
and three side effect patterns. The former patterns model
the muscle-based movements, while the latter are necessary
to compensate for the imprecisions of the natural patterns
and the slipping of larvae on agar used in setups like [5].
3.4.1 Head Bending
This type of motion models the head bend of a larva via
partial spine rotations as shown in Fig. 3. After computing
the angles αold = ∠p4 p5 p6 and βold = ∠p5 p6 p7 , new
angles α and β are randomly sampled from the distributions N (αold , 30◦f ps ) and N (βold , 30◦f ps ), respectively. Afterwards, the spine points in S between p5 and p7 are rotated
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Fig. 5. Model without separately saved spine: A contraction to the tail
followed by a stretching motion to the head by the same amount results
in a loss of spine curvature. Here the spine at every motion step simply
consists of the straight lines between the points pi .
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. (a) Larva model. (b) Retraction from the tail. The red points
indicate the new positions of the circle midpoints moved along the
spine. The red dotted spine segment is saved to allow the motion to be
reversed (c) Stretching in head direction. Analogously to (b) the green
points indicate the new circle midpoint positions.

by α − αold around p5 and subsequently the spine points
between p6 and p7 are rotated by β − βold around the new
position of p6 (Fig. 3b). In order to prevent self intersections
and unlikely S-formed shapes, we restrict the angles α and
β to α ∈ [90◦ , 270◦ ] and
(
[90◦ , α] , α < 180◦
β∈
(4)
[α, 270◦ ] , α ≥ 180◦ .
Note that this motion type is self-inverse.
3.4.2 Peristaltic Movement
Forward locomotion of larvae can be described by a repetitive stretching in head direction and contraction from the
tail. This type of motion pattern can be modeled by adjusting the spine length and moving the circle midpoints on
the spine accordingly. For a contraction in head direction,
first the contraction amount ∆ > 0 is randomly chosen by
sampling from an uniform distribution U(0, 0.2f ps ·|spine|),
where |spine| describes the spine length of the updated
larva. In the next step each point pi , i = 1, . . . , 6 is moved
(7−i)
on the spine S by 6 · ∆ in head direction (Fig. 4b).
Furthermore, the spine segment between the old and new
position of p1 will not be deleted, but only marked as
deleted in order to make this operation invertible. Analogously, a stretching movement is performed by first randomly sampling a stretching amount ∆ > 0 from the above
uniform distribution and afterwards extending the spine by
moving the head spine point p7 by ∆ in either the direction
of the last spine points in S or, if existing, on an old spine
segment which is marked as deleted. Subsequently, all other
points pi , i = 1, . . . , 6 are moved on the now extended spine
· ∆ (Fig. 4c). To keep this motion
S by the amount of (i−1)
6
type self-inverse, analogous stretching and contraction in
tail direction, describing backward locomotion, are allowed.
Here we would like to remark, that the peristaltic movement is the reason why the larva model also includes the
spine point set S . Without this set two problems would
arise: Firstly, as described in Fig. 5, stretching and contraction movements would lead to a non-invertible loss of the
spine curvature. Secondly, the lack of spine-segment saving
would result in a loss of spine information on the model
spine ends.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Tail bending. The gray points show the previous tail position.
(b) Partial spine translation. The red color indicates the modified spine
and the green arrows show the translation direction and amount of the
previous spine points.

3.4.3 Side Effect Movements
While Drosophila larvae can not actively move their tail,
occasionally tail movement can be observed especially in
situations where larvae perform head bending or by animals
trying to avoid a collision by slightly moving backward.
We classify such movements as side-effects which can be
modeled similar to the head bending movement. In order to
move the tail, the segment between p1 and p3 can be rotated
around p3 by an angle α − ∠p2 p3 p4 with the restrictions for
α made in Section 3.4.1 (Fig. 6a). In addition to this effect, we
have modeled two types of partial spine translation. For the
first type (Fig. 6b), p4 is rotated around p5 by a randomly
chosen angle α ∈ [−10◦f ps , 10◦f ps ] onto a new position p04 .
Subsequently, p2 and p3 are translated by p04 − p4 and the
spine segment between p1 and p2 is rotated and scaled in
order to connect p1 and the new spine point p02 .
The second type (Fig. 7) translates one spine segment
between pi and pi+1 in the normal direction of the segment
pi pi+1 by a randomly chosen amount of ∆ ∼ N (0, 0.1f ps ·
|spine|). After translation, the spine segments pi−1 pi and
pi+2 pi+1 are rotated around pi−1 and pi+2 and scaled
accordingly to form the new spine segments pi−1 p0i and
pi+2 p0i+1 . However, this type of translation is only allowed
under the condition (αi < 150◦ ∧ αi+1 < 150◦ ) ∨ (αi >
210◦ ∧ αi+1 > 210◦ ) with αj = ∠pj−1 pj pj+1 , i.e., if the
larva is sufficiently bended. As mentioned before all these
motions are modeled to be self-inverse and thus there is no
need to define the Update proposal densities Q∗ . In contrast,
the probabilities pV , which are used in Algorithm 1 to select
a proposal type and, in the case of an Update proposal, also
to select the specific motion, have to be chosen carefully.
Since the sampling algorithm accepts a proposed sample
according to the acceptance rate, it regularly accepts bad
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Fig. 7. Conditioned spine segment translation. The coloring is analogue
to Fig. 6b.

samples which might have a lower probability compared
to the previous samples. While this behavior prevents the
algorithm from getting stuck at extrema, it also makes the
algorithm vulnerable to high numbers of bad samples. If
for example the probability for a tail bend is too high,
most of the update proposals will describe an unlikely
correction motion, which leads to low acceptance rates and
to a poor approximation of the desired distribution due to
high autocorrelation of the samples. If, on the other hand,
the probability for a tail bend is chosen to be too low, the
algorithm requires too much samples to correct a movement
of a larva’s tail. A detailed description of the determined
values is given in Section 4.
3.5

Measurement Model

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the observation Zt consists of a
binary image and the contours of all detectable foreground
objects. Furthermore, this observation can be split into single
observations Zc,t containing only one contour c and the
corresponding binary image section. One great advantage
of this splitting step is a simplified calculation of the measurement model quotient appearing in the acceptance rate
calculation in Algorithm 1. More specific, after applying
the Bayes/MRF-approximation from (1) to the quotient
P (kt0 ,Xk0 t |Z t )
P (kti−1 ,Xki−1 |Z t )
t

(kt , Xkt ) into two sets of larvae. The set of corresponding models (kt,cor , Xkt,cor ) contains the larva models Xi,t which have maximal overlap with c, i.e. c =
arg maxc∈C {|area(Xi,t ) ∩ area(c)|}, where area(·) represents the pixel set given by the filled model or contour area.
Accordingly, the non-corresponding models are then given by
(kt,ncor , Xkt,ncor ) = (kt , Xkt )\(kt,cor , Xkt,cor ).
Based on these correspondences we calculate two overlap
factors. The first, a1 , is a measure for the correct overlap of
a contour c and is given by
a1 =

|area(c)\area(Xkt,cor )|
|area(avg.model)|

where area(Xkt,cor ) represents the combined pixel sets of
all corresponding larvae and the denominator is the size
of an average model in the current state. Thus a1 is 0, if the
contour area is completely occluded by corresponding models. While a1 represents the contour area left un-occluded
by corresponding models, it does not include an estimation
of the area by which c has to be expanded in order to
completely occlude the corresponding models. This missing
area is measured by the second factor via


7
X
X
|area(X.circlej )\area(c)|
a2 =
f
|area(X.circlej )|
j=1
X∈X
kt,cor

with

from the acceptance rate, we get



P (kt0 , Xk0 t |Z t )
P (kti−1 , Xki−1
|Z t )
t

≈

P
P (Zt |kt0 , Xk0 t )
···
c
P
·
·
c0 P (Zt |kt(i−1) , X (i−1) )
···
kt
|
{z
}
measurement model quotient

Since every sample step results in a proposal with only one
0
updated larva model Xm,t
, we only have to consider observations associated with that model, i.e., observed contours
(i−1)
intersecting the changed model or its predecessor Xm,t .
0
0
Given the set C of detected contours intersecting Xm,t or
(i−1)
Xm,t we get

P (Zt |kt0 , Xk0 t )
(i−1)

=

Fig. 8. Calculation of ai,k for two overlapping larvae models. Here the
factor ai,7 is calculated by dividing the green overlap area by the whole
area of the circle c7 .

(i−1)

P (Zt |kt
, Xkt )
Y
P (Zc,t |kt0 , Xk0 t , ZC 0 \{c},t )
(i−1)
(i−1)
, Xkt , ZC 0 \{c},t )
c∈C 0 P (Zc,t |kt

f : [0, 1] → R;

The function f increases the weight of circles with low
x
occlusion values via 1−x
and in order to cap the growth
of this term for nearly un-occluded circles, we apply the
x
minimum function with 0.05
.
Finally, we define the single measurement probability using the
two aforementioned above by

P (Zc,t |kt , Xkt , ZC 0 \{c},t ) ∝ exp(−λ1 a1 ) exp(−λ2 a2 )
where the coefficients were experimentally determined to be
λ1 = 20 and λ2 = 5.
3.6

.

In order to define a single measurement probability
P (Zc,t |kt , Xkt , ZC 0 \{c},t ), first we split the joint state


x
x
f (x) = min
,
.
1 − x 0.05

Interaction Potentials

The potentials φ(Xi,t , Xj,t ) introduced by a clique factorization of the MRF in (2) can be interpreted as a penalty
for unlikely configurations of Xi,t , Xj,t . They are usually
modeled to be 1 if the two models are not overlapping and 0
if the overlap exceeds a manually chosen threshold. We have
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Labeled data analysis: (a) Given a larva at time t − 1, i.e. the
points qi , the black dots show the distribution of p1 at time t in the
analyzed data. The yellow ellipse marks the area that we identified as
equally distributed. (b) The scaled cut off normal density which was fitted
to the ground truth distribution. The yellow plateau corresponds to the
marked area in (a).

modeled this by using a monotonically decreasing sigmoid
function f with f (0) = 1, f (x) = 0 for x ≥ 0.3, and defining

φ(Xi,t , Xj,t ) = min{f (ai,k ), f (aj,k )|1 ≤ k ≤ 7}
where ai,k is the relative part of Xi,t ’s circle ck which is
overlapped by the model Xj,t as illustrated in Fig. 8. Thus,
we allow an overlap up to 30% between larvae before setting
the interaction potential and hereby the acceptance rate to 0.
3.7

A-Priori-Probabilities

The remaining two probabilities to be modeled are the
motion and the identifier model (see (1)). The latter is
assumed to be uniformly distributed, since we do not want
to enforce any a-priori-restrictions regarding the addition or
deletion of larvae. The motion probabilities, however, are
more complex and primarily depend on the existence of a
larva model at time t − 1. They are given by
(
P (Xi,t )
,i ∈
/ kt−1
P (Xi,t |kt , kt−1 , Xkt−1 ) =
P (Xi,t |Xi,t−1 ) , i ∈ kt−1 ,
where P (Xi,t ) describes a newly appearing larva and is
assumed to be uniformly distributed over the tracking area.
This might seem to be unnecessary since larvae in common
setups like [5] are only able to appear near the edges of
the tracked area. However, using an uniform distribution
over the whole tracking area allows us to start the algorithm
with an empty initialization since larvae which exist in the
first frame can be added to the joint state of active larvae
regardless of their position. Furthermore, in some cases two
larvae are crawling along each other and might initially be
detected as only one larva due to their joint contour area.
These larvae can crawl apart anywhere in the tracked area,
thus the necessity to add a new model regardless of its
proximity to the edges arises again. Nevertheless, the single
motion model P (Xi,t |Xi,t−1 ) has to be modeled in a more
elaborated way. First we introduce an overlap measure by

overlap(Xi,t , Xi,t−1 ) =

|area(Xi,t ) ∩ area(Xi,t−1 )|
max{|area(Xi,t )|, |area(Xi,t−1 )|}

While this overlap value seems to be an useful approximation of the single motion model P (Xi,t |Xi,t−1 ), it does not
take into account the tendency of a larva to move forward
rather than backward. To include this observation we have
analyzed the movements of the model circle midpoints in
manually labeled sequences. To this end we denote the circle

midpoints of Xi,t−1 as qi and the points of Xi,t as pi for
1 ≤ i ≤ 7. As shown in Fig. 9, the tail midpoint p1 at time
t is likely to be near the tail midpoint q1 at time t − 1 with
a slight tendency towards the midpoint q2 , which confirms
the observed preference to move forward. More precisely,
we identified the following cut off normal distribution


 
1
P (p1 |Xi,t−1 ) ∝ min exp − (p1 − µ)t Σ−1 (p1 − µ) , 1
2
with mean µ = q1 + 0.3f ps · (q2 − q1 ) and covariance matrix


2
1
|q
−
q
|
0
2
1
 2


2  R(α)t
Σ = R(α)  f ps
1
0
3 f ps |q2 − q1 |
where α = ∠((q2 − q1 ), (1, 0)t ) describes the angle between
(q2 − q1 ) and the x−axis and R(α) the corresponding
rotation matrix. Note, that the rotation of the given 2 × 2
matrix is necessary since its values were determined in the
normalized setting shown in Fig. 9.
Since forward locomotion of a larva consists of head stretching and tail contraction Section 3.4, we also include the head
point movement into our model and identified the following
distribution for the head movement
 


1
P (p7 |Xi,t−1 ) ∝ min exp − (p7 − µ)t Σ−1 (p7 − µ) , 1
2
with mean µ = q7 + 0.2f ps · (q7 − q6 ) and covariance matrix


0.6f ps |q7 − q6 |2
0
Σ = R(β)
R(β)t
0
1.0f ps |q7 − q6 |2
with β = ∠((q7 − q6 ), (1, 0)t ). Using these models we finally
approximate the single motion model by

P (Xi,t |Xi,t−1 ) ∝ exp(−5f ps (1 − overlap(Xi,t , Xi,t−1 ))) ·
P (p1 |Xi,t−1 ) · P (p7 |Xi,t−1 , p1 )

4
4.1

R ESULTS
Comparison to State-of-the-Art

First, we compared the proposed method to the results
of Fiaschi et al. [12] by using the same publicly available
dataset. Besides the weakly supervised structured learning
method proposed by Fiaschi et al. [12] those results also
include further methods, namely Ctrax [23], an enhancement of bipartite matching, called L-BM, as also proposed
in [12] and Conservation Tracking (CT) [24]. The aforementioned dataset consists of 33 5-minute-sequences with 1000
frames each and an average of 20 visible larvae per frame.
Furthermore, it contains 1478 larvae involved in collisions
between n = 2 larvae, 96 for n = 3 larvae and 28 collisions
of n ≥ 4 larvae. The evaluation was done by labeling the
larvae before the collisions, applying our tracker, and finally
comparing the larvae identities after tracking to the given
ground truth. More precisely, we used FIMTrack [21] to track
single larvae and resolved the extracted collisions contained
in the dataset by our approach with 300, 1000 or 1500 samples per frame. The latter was chosen as maximal number
of samples, since further increasing sample numbers did not
improve the results (data not shown).
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TABLE 1
Percentage of wrong labels after collisions of n larvae. All results apart
from ours are taken from [12].
Method

n=2

n=3

n≥4

Avg.

Time

Ctrax [23]
L-BM [12]
CT [24]
Fiaschi et al. [12]
Ours (300 Samples)
Ours (1000 Samples)
Ours (1500 Samples)

11.5
10.5
6.7
4.2
2.3
1.6
1.2

26.3
23.1
34.7
14.7
10.4
7.2
3.2

57.1
42.8
64.3
32.1
39.3
25.0
17.9

13.2
11.8
9.4
5.3
3.4
2.4
1.6

42.9h
13min
48min
78min

Here we would like to remark, that the sample-per-target
rates in our evaluation are considerably higher in comparison to the experiments conducted by Khan et al. [18]. This
increase is necessary given the high dimensionality of our
larva model compared to only three dimensions in case of
the template-based ant tracking in [18]. In addition to these
sample numbers we used 10% burn-in samples in each case,
but did not use thinning taking [25] and [26] into account.
Apart from the number of samples we also had to
determine the proposal probabilities pV as mentioned
in Section 3.4. In our experiments we determined the
following proposal probabilities pV to gain an average
of ≈ 30% accepted samples as advised in [27]. For
V ∈ {Add,Delete} we chose pV = 0.1, if a larva
exists to perform V and pV = 0 otherwise. Then,
for the Update proposal the probability is given by
pU pdate = 1 − pAdd − pDelete if a larva is present and 0
otherwise. If all probabilities are 0, i.e. there are no larvae
to add, delete or update, we proceed with the next frame.
If pU pdate > 0, the Update proposal probability is split
again into the different motion types. For an update U ∈
{Head bend,Stretch head,Contract head,Stretch tail,Contract tail}
we chose pU = 0.18 · pU pdate and the probability of a tail
bend was determined to be pU = 0.03 · pU pdate . Finally,
the remaining motions U1 = partial translation and
U2 = conditioned translation were set to pU1 = 0 and
pU2 = 0.07 · pU pdate if the condition for the partial
translation is fulfilled and pU1 = 0.07 · pU pdate and pU2 = 0
otherwise.
Using these values we evaluated all videos on only one
core of an Intel Core i7-6700K. The results in terms of the
percentage of wrong labels after collisions are summarized
in Table 1. This table also includes a weighted average
according to the different numbers of larvae participating
in the collisions.
In summary, we were able to improve the results of [12]
by a factor of 3.3 on average and greatly improved the
computation time compared to the method proposed
in [12], which needs 42.9h plus 8h of training on a 2.4GHz
Intel Quad-Xeon for the same set of videos.
4.2

Robustness

There are three main factors in which image sequences
of Drosophila larvae acquired by utilizing setups like [5]
or [6] differ from each other - the temporal resolution,
the spatial resolution and the larvae appearances. While
our algorithm can easily be adjusted to image sequences

Fig. 10. Comparison of the dataset [12] and our dataset regarding the
collision lengths in frames.

Fig. 11. Different appearances of larvae in our dataset.

recorded at different frame rates as described in Section 3.3,
we will investigate the impact of the other two factors in
this section.
To this end we prepared a dataset based on the data of [13],
consisting of 2262 collision sequences and featuring 4524
larvae involved in collisions between n = 2 larvae as well
as 33 for n = 3 larvae. Since the setup in [13] can only
resolve collisions of differently labeled larvae, our dataset
also mainly consists of collisions between two larvae. However, due to the diversified appearances of larvae, faster
movement and different lightning conditions (Fig. 11), this
subset represents a challenging evaluation base.
We conducted our experiments on the refined dataset as
well as scaled versions of the dataset [12] with the same
proposal probabilities and hardware as described in the
previous section. The results presented in Table 2 show low
error rates, comparable to the results in the previous section
despite testing on a more complex dataset. Furthermore,
the results are stable within a certain range of spatial resolution for both datasets and the computation time can be
seen to increase significantly in correlation with the scaling
factor. The discrepancy of calculation times between the
two datasets is the consequence of our dataset consisting of
significantly more collisions and having an approximately
1.7 times higher spatial resolution compared to the dataset
from [12].
However, this dependency on the resolution is mainly a
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TABLE 2
Percentage of wrong labels after collisions of n larvae.
# Samples

Scale

n=2

n=3

n≥4

Avg.

Time

Our dataset with different sample numbers
150
300
500
1000
1500

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

500
500
500
500
500
500

0.5
0.75
1.0
1.25
1.5
2.0

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

0.33
0.5
0.75
1.0
1.25
1.5
1.75
2.0
2.5

4.44
3.43
2.38
2.05
1.65

36.36
36.36
9.09
6.06
3.03

4.67
3.67
2.43
2.08
1.66

24 min
50 min
89 min
216 min
380 min

3.75
2.46
2.43
2.44
2.47
2.44

47 min
66 min
89 min
118 min
151 min
223 min

Our dataset at different scales
3.71
2,41
2.38
2.39
2.42
2.41

9.09
9.09
9.09
9.09
9.09
6.06

Dataset from [12] at different scales
9.76
1.98
1.92
1.96
1.96
1.94
1.90
2.01
2.02

28.12
7.29
6.25
5.21
6.25
7.29
10.41
7.29
6.25

57.14
35.48
35.48
32.25
25.80
35.48
25.80
32.25
29.03

11.7
2.88
2.76
2.68
2.63
2.84
2.82
2.85
2.75

10 min
13 min
17 min
20 min
24 min
29 min
35 min
41 min
56 min

matter of the implementation. In our framework, we calculate the overlaps of larvae models and contours by drawing
them using the input resolution. This also poses a limitation
for the downscaling since the calculation of overlaps becomes inaccurate at low resolutions. Furthermore, in order
to solve a collision our method needs at least one frame
before and after the collision in which the colliding larvae
contours are separated from each other. By downscaling the
input sequences this condition might be violated. Therefore
there clearly exists a lower bound on useful resolutions
whereas the upscaling is just limited by the desired calculation time.
However, the computation time dependency on the scaling
could be reduced to the contour extraction in the input
frames by normalizing the aforementioned overlap calculations to a certain spatial resolution.
In conclusion we were able to confirm the positive results
from the previous section and showed the robustness of
our method regarding varying spatial resolutions and larvae
appearances.

5

D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION

We have proposed an automatic method for resolving larvae
collisions without biomarkers and tested it on the publicly
available dataset [12] against state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, we prepared another dataset based on [13] and
confirmed these results as well as the robustness of our
method. While we were able to greatly improve the tracking
results as well as the tracking speed compared to the stateof-the-art, there remain some unsolved collisions. This is
mostly due to larvae crawling completely over each other

Fig. 12. Top row: Raw data. Center row: Manually colored ground truth.
Bottom Row: Tracking result with marks for the larvae’s heads. The
tracking fails since the green marked larvae crawls over the red marked.

and therefore violating our restriction of a maximum overlap of 30% as exemplarily shown in Fig. 12. A significantly
higher bound, however, leads to more tracking failures since
it removes every interaction behavior influences on the
modeling. Nevertheless, we achieved our results by only
using the binary images. This implies a potential solution to
the overlap problem by analyzing the initial images. These
images show considerably more details and could support
the motion proposals in many cases, as e.g. in Fig. 12 where
the larva at the bottom exhibits a significantly higher brightness. In the future we are going to improve our approach
in this direction and evaluate the accuracy of the larvae
models during the collisions in more detail, since precise
estimation of model and motion-related features in such
situations is crucial for analyzing and understanding the
animal behavior during interaction.
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